
PHASEWISE RE-OPENING 

HOSTEL - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION 

 

1. What is Re-registration for accommodation? 

Semester 4 students who are hostel residents and willing to avail hostel facility for the next 

academic year need to Re-register for Accommodation. 

2. When will re-registration take place. 

Re-registration will be in the first week of March, 2021. 

3. How do we re-register for accommodation, is it also on first come first serve basis? 

Yes, Re-registration is also on first come first serve basis. Re-registration will be done online. 

The link will be uploaded at the NIFT-Chennai Hostel webpage. 

4. What about registration for first year students? 

First year UG & PG students registration for hostel will start in the 2nd week of March. The link 

will be uploaded at the NIFT-Chennai Hostel webpage. 

5. How to do the registration for first years? 

It is online registration. All instructions and details are already uploaded in the website. Kindly 

refer to that. Along with online registration, duly filled in Registration form also to be 

submitted the time of arrival at hostel. 

6. Can you let me know the details of Hostel fee? 

Hostel residents those who vacated the hostel during the pandemic (UG Semester 4,6,8 & PG 

semester 4), and are seeking hostel accommodation during their classes/reviews also need 

not pay extra fee. The fee that was paid will be adjusted. However anyone staying beyond 

two months, will have to pay for the extra days accommodation. The fee details for First year 

UG & PG is as below, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. *Including Food & Transport charges 
b. **Including Food charges ONLY (Transport not available as the boys hostel is 

inside the campus) 

 
 

GIRLS 
HOSTEL 

 HOSTEL Fee 
(for academic 

year) 

Hostel Fee Per 
day 

Hostel Fee for 5 
weeks (35days) 

AC Rs. 1,41,000/- Rs.470* Rs.16,450/- 

NON AC Rs.1,19,000/- Rs.396.66* Rs.13,863/- 

 
BOYS 

HOSTEL 

AC Rs. 1,19,000/- Rs.396.66** Rs.13,863/- 

NON AC 
 

Rs.97,000/- Rs.323.33** Rs.11,316.5/- 



7. Is it compulsory for the hostel resident to vacate the rooms? 

a. Semester 4 :  to shift from A block to B block COMPULSORILY. 

b. Semester 6 : to vacate after their phase wise classes’ schedule is completed. 

c. Semester 8 UG & semester 4 PG: to Vacate as per the scheduled already 

informed. 

d. FFS Diploma : to shift from A Block to B Block.  

e. PG Diploma:  to Vacate after their course is completed  

8. Do the hostel residents compulsorily shift/vacate their rooms? 

a. Semester 4 student residents (who were staying in A Block) are advised to shift 

to B block. 

b. Semester 6 student residents (who were staying in B block) are advised to 

vacate the hostel after they complete their classes at the campus. 

9. Can we stay in hostel for one or two days after our classes are over? 

It is MANDATORY to leave the hostel at the earliest after the classes are over. Staying 

for two days after class is not allowed. 

10. Will we be allowed to get stationaries from outside during college hours? 

Students are strictly advised to bring all necessary stationary and materials needed after 

consulting with their respective subject faculty.  

11. Can we order food in hostel? 

Food is provided by hostel mess. Yes, you can buy food from outside, but RESTRICTED. It is 

advised that students avoid outside food. 

12. If we want to vacate our rooms, can we visit the hostel to take our stuff? 

Hostel residents who opted staying outside hostel during their phase-wise scheduled classes 

may shift/vacate their room with prior appointment between 6:00pm to 10:00pm. 

13. Can we use any other transport except the college bus? 

No, outside vehicles to be avoided – other than own vehicle 

14. When are we supposed to reach hostel in order for college to start? 

It is compulsory that you arrive hostel one day before your classes starts. 

15. If we don't want to stay in hostel for these 17 days, will we be allowed to visit hostel 

only to collect some of our belongings? 

Yes, you are allowed to come only ONCE with appointment. However, you may do so when 

you come to hostel in order to shift/vacate the rooms. 

16. What about students who want to vacate hostel? I'm not staying in hostel during 

the week. I'll be staying at my cousin's house and attending classes. 

You may vacate on the last day of your scheduled class. However, you are advised to send an 

email (girlshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in OR boyshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in) mentioning the date 

of vacating the room. 

mailto:girlshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in
mailto:boyshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in


17. Do the hostellers have to reach one day prior to classes? Or is there any instruction 

that we have to reach hostel these many days prior? 

Yes, it is MANDATORY that students arrive hostel one day before the class starts and leave 

immediately after the last class. 

18. When will you allot us the rooms? 

On the day of arrival at hostel you will be informed about the room allotment. 

19. I am Sem 8 student, I am unable to vacate on the given dates, when can I get my 

stuff vacated. 

You are advised to vacate at the earliest. 

20. Can I vacate after May 2021? 

Semester 8 students are advised to stick on to the schedule already mentioned. 

Other students who are willing to vacate should do so immediately after the phase-wise 

scheduled class. However, Hostel residents who are not attending class at the campus, will be 

informed about the schedule later. 

21. Where will Semester 4 students be allotted room? 

They will be allotted in B block. 

22. How will the allotment happen? 

Hostel incharge will allot the room and the same will be informed at the time of arrival at 

hostel. 

23. Is it compulsory to submit undertaking form? 

Yes, it is COMPULSORY only then the rooms will be allotted. Hence the students are advised 

to send the Hostel Undertaking to gilrshostel.chennai@nift.a.c.in OR 

boyshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in at the earliest. 

24. I have not given my consent for hostel accommodation, can I give now? 

Yes, if you were already a hostel resident. 

25. I initially mentioned that I am not willing to stay in hotel, but I prefer to stay now 

during my 2 or 3 week classes at campus. Whom should I approach for 

accommodation?  

Inform your Department CC & Hostel Incharge. Yes you may stay if you were already a 

hostel resident. 

 

ANY FURTHER QUERIES, FEEL FREE TO CONTACT HOSTEL INCHARGES 

boyshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in / girlshostel.chennai@nift.ac.in  
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